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Yeah, reviewing a book Her Purrfect Match Paranormal Dating Agency 3 Milly
Taiden could be credited with your near friends listings. This is just one of the
solutions for you to be successful. As understood, feat does not recommend that you
have astounding points.
Comprehending as capably as covenant even more than extra will present each
success. bordering to, the message as capably as acuteness of this Her Purrfect
Match Paranormal Dating Agency 3 Milly Taiden can be taken as competently as
picked to act.
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Her Purrfect Match
Paranormal Dating Agency Book 3 (STANDALONE)Alyssa Moran is tired of
being the old cat lady with no man. She has very speciﬁc needs and goes to
visit Mrs. Wilder at the Paranormal Dating Agency. Shockingly enough, she
is promised a man who likes cats, wants kids, likes curves and will be wild
in bed.Grayson Green needs a mate. Fast. But he refuses to be pushed into
anything. That is, until a curvy funny woman shows up in his territory
saying she's there for him. Who is he to argue when someone as delectable
as Alyssa decides she wants to give herself to him?Of course, not all is at it
seems and some people want Alyssa gone and Gray dead. If Gray mates,
the future of his pride will be sealed and no one can argue his place as
leader. Unless it can be stopped before they ever get a chance to make
some cubs. He will have to work hard at convincing a human she's the only
one for him or lose his pride and his mate.Reader Note: This book contains
scorching sex (the kind that will make you sweat and need ice cream),
adult language (he's a very dirty talker and we like it), and violence. If this
is not the kind of stuﬀ you like to read, skip this book. However, if you like
dirty, raunchy sex with a growly tiger on one funny curvy girl, then this is
right up your alley. Enjoy!

Dragon Rights
***STANDALONE***Clarke Indiana, antisocial artist, needs an adventure.
She wants to live. She wants to love. And Gerri Wilder can make it happen.
But like all Gerri matches, Clarke isn't even a little ready for two sexy
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shifters that want her for a mate. They might be ice dragons, but they're
hot enough to melt away her resistance.Sleet and Hale are ice dragon
alpha and beta on planet Aurora. They've begged Gerri to help them ﬁnd
their mate to complete their triad. Without this special woman, they will
never be the rulers their clan needs them to be. Once they meet her, they
know Clarke is the mate for them. She's funny, sassy and those lips are
driving them crazy.When Clarke learns the clan's secret, she invests more
than just her time with them. After innocent lives are put into danger,
Clarke goes all superwoman on them to get the precious ones back, no
matter the cost. And it will take everything both dragons have to keep her
alive long enough to succeed.

Curves 'em Right
Paranormal Dating Agency Book 4 - STANDALONEBBW Paranormal Shape
Shifter RomanceA BBW in search of love + two sexy wolf shifters ready to
claim her as their mate = Sizzling Ménage RomanceDaniella Flores is
looking for a good man. A man who will accept her as she is and go crazy
for her curves. So far she's had no luck in the romance department and is
worried she might never ﬁnd the right one. When Mrs. Wilder of the PDA
oﬀers to help, Dani is all for trying anything. Mrs. Wilder promises to ﬁnd
her love, romance and hot sex. What woman in her right mind would say no
to that?Kane and Blake have been searching for a mate to complete their
Alpha triad. There's just one problem: they've yet to ﬁnd a woman they
both want. Not to worry, Kane's mother comes to the rescue and brings in
the PDA. Unfortunately for them, Mrs. Wilder has something up her sleeve
and it's not a bra. When they meet their mysterious date, they know she's
the woman they need. A masquerade ball brings Dani and the shifters
together. The two men who are really good friends with Dani's
overprotective older brother. She'll get one chance to ﬁnally live the
fantasy night she's always wanted with the wild wolves. Besides, it's not
like they could really want her for a mate. It will take some maneuvering
for Kane and Blake to keep Dani, not lose their friend and their pack, and
prove her curves are the only ones they want. Reader Warning: This book
contains panty-melting sex (the kind that makes you need fudge and a cold
shower), adult language (we like some freaky dirty talk), and violence. If
this is not the kind of stuﬀ you like to read, skip this book. However, if you
like dirty, raunchy sex with two men on one curvy sarcastic girl, then this is
right up your alley. Enjoy!

Twice The Growl
Paranormal Dating Agency Book 1 (STANDALONE)A BBW in need of a date
+ Two hot Alphas looking for a mate = The hottest triad ever.Talia Barca
needs a date. Badly. She uses the services of the Paranormal Dating
Agency hoping for a decent guy to take to a family wedding. A wedding her
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ex-husband has wormed his way into as a guest. Connor and Theron want
Tally to complete their Alpha triad. She's sexy, curvy and funny. But she's
human. And they're not sure she'll go for a relationship with two men at
the same time. As if deciding to give two men a shot wasn't diﬃcult
enough, Tally will also need to deal with a threat from the pack. She'll
either prove she's strong enough to be an Alpha mate or ﬁnd herself at the
mercy of a vicious opponent.Reader Warning: This book contains lots of
scorching sex (including a threesome so hot it will make your ereader
sizzle), adult language (hanky panky with no dirty talk is no fun), and
violence. If this is not the kind of stuﬀ you like to read, skip this book.
However, if you like dirty, raunchy sex with some sarcasm and two hot men
on one curvy girl, then this is right up your alley. Enjoy!

All Kitten Aside
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Miranda Colilla needs a mate.
Fast. This curvy lioness wants a man she can bend to her will, who will stay
out of her business, and let her lead like the alpha she is. She needs that
mate urgently before the lions in her pride think she's going to hand the
reins over to one of them and let them tell her what to do. Not in this
lifetime. When a wolf saves her hide, there's more than just gratitude
sparking between them. Kasen Steel's tired of women throwing themselves
at him. As alpha of his pack, he can have any woman he wants. Problem is,
he doesn't want any of them. He wants a chase. He wants someone who
isn't taken in with his position. A chance meeting with a hot as hell lioness
makes him want a close encounter of the naked kind with her. Wait, he's
already naked. Kasen knows Andi's perfect for him. She's already making
him crazy by denying their attraction and the fact she's his mate. The hunt
is on. Unfortunately for him, proving to Andi they're right for each other is
just one of the problems facing this alpha. Keeping her alive, when
someone wants her dead, is another. But Kasen isn't going to sit by and let
anyone harm her. Now that he's found his smart-assy mate, he isn't letting
go. Whether she likes it or not.

Roar of the Worlds
Independently Published A Standalone PDA Romance in the Haize world In this
next set-up by famed intergalactic matchmaker Gerri Wilder, an Earthling
stunt-woman will have to tame an ultra-sexy lion shifter from the planet
Haize. Prince Archon loves his life on the planet Haize. As a lion shifter,
he's one of the ﬁercest predators out there. The one thing he's missing? A
mate. He knows he can ﬁnd one on Earth, but the journey hasn't been
tempting enough until he develops a fascination with the human vehicle
called motorcycles. Leah isn't used to having good luck. She's had the
worst of it with men and with jobs. So, when she's approached by Gerri
she's not sure what to think. Should she really take a chance on a setup
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with an alien shifter prince? One thing she doesn't expect is for this alien
prince to be so...hot. The moment Archon steps through the wormhole, all
bets are oﬀ because suddenly he's got a beautiful human female he knows
is his. He will do anything to protect and keep her, even if it means giving
up the crown and never returning to his planet again.

Scaling Her Dragon
Paranormal Dating Agency Book 8 - STANDALONEBBW Paranormal Shape
Shifter RomancePlus-size Rebecca is on a jaunt to another world. She had
hopes of ﬁnding herself a nice, sweet shifter like her sister, but somehow
she ended up attracted to the big, ﬁery dragon. A dragon who isn't looking
for love. If only he didn't have eyes that made her want to take her panties
oﬀ and a body that sent her hormones into a frenzy, life would be a lot
easier.Vikter Dragos is dying. His dragon couldn't ﬁnd a mate and he's at
the end of his time. He's ﬁghting the attraction for a sassy, curvy human,
but it's near impossible to stay away from her. If only she'd been his mate,
everything would be smoother. He's losing control of his dragon and his
emotions. With Becca around, he didn't know what to expect.Becca's in
constant confusion over Vikter's hot and cold attitude. One moment he's
kissing her like the world's going to end, and the next he's warning her
away from getting attached. Figuring out how to scale this dragon might
take more patience than she's got. When competition arises and Vikter
sees another wants Becca, he'll face his feelings or risk losing her
forever.Reader Note: Hang on to your panties, folks! This book contains
smokin' hot sex (the ﬁre-breathing kind), adult language (we like some
freaky dirty talk), violence and verbal smack downs. If this is not the kind
of stuﬀ you like to read, skip this book. However, if you like dirrrrrty (with
all those Rs) sex with an anti-social dragon on one curvy sarcastic girl, then
this is right up your alley. Enjoy!

Geek Bearing Gifts
Paranormal Dating Agency Book 2 - STANDALONEA BBW in search of love +
A sexy shifter who secretly loved her = Smokin' Roaring RomanceNita Islas
wants to ﬁnd love. She's tired of the superﬁcial relationships and is ready
to give true romance a try. She uses the Paranormal Dating Agency and
hopes they can help her where all others have failed. What she didn't
expect was to ﬁnd her date ﬂat on his back in nothing more than a
towel.Ky Stone has been in love with curvy and funny Nita since they were
in High School. When she moved away, she took his heart with her. Then
one day Ky wakes up to ﬁnd her leaning over him. He's sure he's died and
gone to heaven. He has no idea what she's doing there, but he's sure as
hell not letting her leave.Fate, meddling family and the PDA have brought
them together again. The chemistry between them is explosive. But there's
problems with Ky's neighboring clan and he's keeping secrets from Nita. He
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needs to ﬁnd a way to open up to her or lies and unexpected danger could
tear them apart...forever.Reader Warning: This book contains lots of
scorching sex (dirty dirty dirty sex), adult language (hanky panky with no
dirty talk is no fun), and violence. If this is not the kind of stuﬀ you like to
read, skip this book. However, if you like dirty, raunchy sex with a hot bear
on one curvy sarcastic girl, then this is right up your alley. Enjoy!

Bearfoot and Pregnant
Paranormal Dating Agency Book 10 - STANDALONEBBW Paranormal Shape
Shifter RomanceCassandra Grimaldi's boss has lost her mind. Too bad. She
really liked the ﬁery matchmaker. But when Gerri oﬀers to prove aliens are
real and multiple orgasms exist, Cassie can't help but be curious. Who
would say no to orgasms and aliens? Not this curvy girl! What's a bear to
do when his mate leaves him after he's mated her? Talen Arctos goes to
earth to claim sassy and curvy Cassie. Now if only he could ﬁgure out how
to convince her to return to his planet with him without oﬀending
her...again. With a brother wreaking havoc in his clan and his pregnant
mate thinking she's a one-night stand, Talen has his work cut out for him.
Good thing this bear isn't letting his woman go. Even if he has to learn
what groveling means. Reader Note: I hear you enjoy too-hot to handle, oﬀ
the charts hot sex, dirty talking, humor, violence and lots of roaring ﬁghts,
you say? Then you've come to the right place. This book is all about a sassy
plus-sized gal and a bear-shifter alien who rocks her world. There's crazy
people, ass kicking and sex so hot you're going to need batteries. Yeah,
you know what I mean. If this is not the kind of stuﬀ you like to read, skip
this book. However, if you like sarcasm and hot sex with no ﬁlter, this is
just your thing. Enjoy!

There's Snow Escape
CreateSpace Paranormal Dating Agency Book 7 - STANDALONE BBW
Paranormal Shape Shifter Romance Curvy Charlotte Marzan just got invited
to visit another planet. A shifter planet where her best friend is getting
married to a lion king. If that isn't strange enough, two panty-melting hot
guys are looking at this big girl like she's a piece of cake and they haven't
had dessert in years. She shouldn't be interested, but...girls just want to
have fun, right? Brecc and Eros need a mate before the Elders force
someone on them. They're getting desperate and in the process hire Gerri
to ﬁnd them a woman. She delivers curvy, outspoken, and gloriously sexy
Charlotte. Now they just have to get her to stay. Forever. Simple. Not.
When Charlotte's visit turns from cool sightseeing to getting her freak on
with two shifters, things take a turn for the naughty. She needs to ﬁgure
out why Brecc is so distant and why the drama with the Dragos. Things
escalate to the point she has to do her own growling to be heard. She's
about to realize when two wolves choose a mate, there's no escape. Reader
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Note: This book contains scorching hot sex (the down and dirrrty kind
made just for three), adult language (we like some freaky dirty talk), and
verbal smack downs. If this is not the kind of stuﬀ you like to read, skip
this book. However, if you like dirty, raunchy sex with not one, but TWO
sexy as sin wolves on one curvy sarcastic girl, then this is right up your
alley. Enjoy!

The Undead In My Bed
Simon and Schuster Under the covers, these lovers come alive! Katie
MacAlister conjures supernatural sparks in Shades of Gray A TV crew is
ﬁlming a paranormal reality show on the grounds of an imposing old Czech
Republic estate. But the electric passion behind the camera is what’s out of
this world. When Noelle, a Guardian, meets vampire Grayson, who has
roamed for three centuries, she awakens an aching hunger in him that only
her touch can relieve. . . . Molly Harper cooks up laughter and thrills in
Undead Sublet After overworked Chicago chef Tess ﬂips out (can everyone
hear that arugula talking, or is it just me?), she rents a quiet house in HalfMoon Hollow for a month of R & R. But when she ﬁnds the place occupied
by a drop-dead gorgeous vampire, Tess’s tastes—for comfort food, for
small Kentucky towns, and for her irresistible lover—become nearly
insatiable! Jessica Sims excites the senses in Out with a Fang When lonely
were-jaguar Ruby consults a paranormal matchmaker, she hopes to ﬁnally
move on from a heart-wrenching breakup with her one true love, a
forbidden human. Nervously agreeing to a blindfolded ﬁrst date with a
vampire, she ﬁnds the spicy scent of him intoxicating, his voice low, sexy,
and so very familiar. . . .

Dangerous Mating
Penguin An undercover mission exposes hidden longings in the irresistible
paranormal romance series from the New York Times bestselling author of
Mating Needs. The Alpha League Federal Agency’s sworn duty is to protect
humanity from the worst of the paranormal universe. Wolf-shifter Agent
Bryon Day has been deep undercover for more than a year, investigating a
human traﬃcking ring, when he goes MIA. Since A.L.F.A. never leaves an
agent behind, a team is sent to save him—or bring his body home. FBI
agent and ace cryptographer Kari Tomlin is selected for the rescue task
force. Under the ruse of a ditsy tourist, she searches an ancient European
city for Agent Day. When she learns he’s locked up in the palace’s
dungeon, she plans a covert jailbreak. Together they risk the dangerous,
booby-trapped tunnels below the city for freedom…and a chance to
discover if this really is a mate bond growing between them. Praise for the
novels of Milly Taiden “Lots of action! And a lot to keep the reader
thoroughly entertained.”—The Novel Lady “Has your emotions all over the
place, lots of action, and no shortage of the hot and steamy
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moments.”—Angel’s Guilty Pleasure “This is most deﬁnitely a hot
paranormal romance.”—So, I Read This Book Today

Kiss My Asteroid
** COMPLETELY STANDALONE **Discover a brand new race of Alpha males
ready to ﬁnd their mates in a dangerous warrior planet. Sassy women
traveling with Gerri Wilder are in for the journey of a lifetime and a mate
that will love them through the galaxy. Are you ready?Ivy Grimaldi can't
stand change. Ever. But change is something she's had to deal with a lot
lately. Like when her cousin Cassandra moved away to start a new life,
baby and all. That all changes when Gerri Wilder shows up at her door with
a letter from her cousin. Cassie wants her to come visit. Sure, why not?
There's just one problem. Cassie lives on another planet. A far-the-heckaway planet, with her hotter than hell shifter mate. Vander Kasval, King of
the shifter warrior planet Galaxa, has his own problems with change. A
lead by example kind of a king, he's between a rock and a hard place. He
needs to ﬁnd a mate to help put an end to a brewing civil war. None of this
would be happening if not for a plague aﬀecting only the females of his
planet. His warriors and the men of the Palladian Capitol are ready to riot.
Vander reluctantly agrees to send for matchmaker, Gerri Wilder. If she can
ﬁnd a match for him and his men, then his world might be saved. Ivy
agrees to go, if only to make sure Cassie's okay. Oh, alright, and to maybe
ﬁnd an intergalactic hookup for herself in the process. In a planet full of
big, bad, sexy shifters, anything's possible, right? Ivy's in for the time of
her life in a planet of unimaginable beauty and dangers she had no idea
existed. But Ivy isn't one to sit idly by and let something happen. With two
new friends, they're about to take Galaxa by storm.

Bound in Ashes
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Tiana Jonas's life is unexciting.
Nothing happens. Except her technical support calls with Ker Drachen. He's
got the sexiest voice if her wet panties are any sign. Boring goes out the
window when her house is burglarized and an undiscovered body bleeds
out on her kitchen ﬂoor. Ker comes to her rescue with a place to hide away.
She just needs to keep her clothes on. That's proving a lot harder than she
thought. Ker Drachen is obsessed with the sweet school teacher, Tiana.
Her voice alone gives him wet dreams. When she gets into trouble, every
protective instinct in him demands he guard his woman. Except, she's not
his. Not by dragon mark. But that won't get in his way. Someone trying to
kill her might be a problem, though. Then again, so might the fact she's the
most innocent, and desirous woman he's ever met. Romancing Tiana isn't
easy when danger follows her like a shadow, but Ker is determined to
prove to her he's the man for her in every hot, slick, and dirty way
possible. He's going to win her love and keep her. That's all good, but he
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might have to die to show her how much he cares. Unless she gives up her
life for him ﬁrst.

The Alion King
Paranormal Dating Agency Book 6 - STANDALONEBBW Paranormal Shape
Shifter RomanceIsabella Barca is great at organizing-not so great at
keeping her nose out of trouble. When Bella goes to work as Mrs. Wilder's
assistant, the opportunity of a lifetime pops up: travel with Gerri to
another planet, a shifter planet, and help Gerri ﬁnd a lion king his
mate.Alyx Treyvaal isn't known for being patient. A lion doesn't ask for
help. A lion doesn't apologize. And he most certainly does not purr. But
once he meets Bella, he ﬁnds himself doing all of the above...except for
purring. He will not purr.With wolves stirring all kinds of trouble for them
and a cousin who would like to shred Bella to ribbons, things are not
simple for the couple. Not at all. One thing's for sure, when his mate is
taken and threatened, the entire planet will hear the lion king's
roar.Reader Note: This book contains panty-melting sex (the kind that
makes you need ice cream and a cold shower), adult language (we like
some freaky dirty talk), and mild violence. If this is not the kind of stuﬀ you
like to read, skip this book. However, if you like dirty, raunchy sex with a
sexy Alion King on one curvy sarcastic girl, then this is right up your alley.
Enjoy!

Icescrape
***Standalone Romance*** Bookish librarians are totally capable of ﬁnding
missing people in the Alaskan wilderness. Said no one. Ever. So why is
Grace Tumbler jetting oﬀ to do just that? She doesn't know. All she has are
books and a somewhat positive attitude that she can survive her ﬁrst-ever
trip away from home. That is, until her plane crashes... Sawyer Agnor,
snow fox alpha shifter and mayor of Winterland, has one wish. Meet his
mate. He knows she will be just as adventurous as him. Together, they'll
hike active volcanoes and make love in the rainforest. At least, that's what
he thought until Grace literally fell out of the sky. Fate sent him the wrong
mate at exactly the wrong time. With Winterland in danger, Grace will have
to decide if she'll spend the rest of her life living through her books or if
she'll join in the ﬁght. Sawyer soon realizes that having a bookish mate
might have been a hell of a lot better for his sanity. Because of Grace's
new and sudden adventurous streak? He hates it as much as he loves it.
These fated mates are in for a bumpy ride on their way to each other.

Captured by the Lion
Welcome to the world of the Alpha Claimed. Each story features a strong
woman and the man or men that love her. Every book is standalone, but
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once you read one you'll want to read the others. Leigh Hale is on the run
from a dangerous ex-boyfriend after she turned him into the police for
running a Ponzi scheme. Now, she's back home and looking to start fresh.
Of course, she doesn't expect to ﬁnd the one man she's always been weak
for at a coﬀee shop before she has a chance to shower or brush her hair.
Xander Caze has his hands full with his businesses and family. But when
Leigh returns to town, he knows he needs to see her. He hadn't expected
for adult Leigh to be so beautiful, sassy and full of life. Not only that, she's
his mate. It boggles his mind to realize he's known her most of his life and
just realized the same woman who proposed to him at ﬁve years old was
meant to be his future wife.Leigh's ex isn't the only problem in her life. No
longer interested in going back to work at a big city, Leigh needs to ﬁnd a
new job. When danger comes calling from all sides, she'll get help from an
unlikely person. Staying alive becomes a priority and Xander is doing his
best to protect her. Too bad he might not get to her in time.

Perfectly Matched
A Lucy Valentine Novel
Createspace Independent Pub The heat is on...When Boston psychic Lucy
Valentine ﬁnds herself involved with a group of eccentric mediums trying
to ﬁne tune their abilities, she is convinced a rare spring heat wave has
ﬂushed all the local crazies out of hiding.Adding to her theory is her
newest client in the Lost Loves division of Valentine, Inc., her family?s
lucrative matchmaking ﬁrm. He?s an animal whisperer who hires Lucy to
locate his soul mate?because his cat told him so. Finding his purrfect
match, however, isn't as easy as it seems.But craziest of all is the
Beantown Burner, a serial arsonist who is targeting private eye Sam
Donahue, brother of Lucy?s boyfriend, Sean. With the help of her kooky
psychic group, Lucy must tap into hidden abilities to catch the ﬁrebug
before the ﬁres turn deadly. She never expected to discover that the
motive behind the ﬂames hits a little too close to home...and dangerously
close to her heart.

Tall, Dark and Panther
Paranormal Dating Agency Book 5 - STANDALONEBBW Paranormal Shape
Shifter RomanceA BBW in search of love + a sexy panther shifter = Alpha
RomanceMaya Zara is a curvy woman sick and tired of men who think she
should settle. She loves her curves and wants to ﬁnd someone who will
love them too. When she meets Gerri Wilder and signs up for a date with a
shifter, Maya has no idea what's in store for her.Noah Wright has had the
hots for his curvy neighbor for months. Too bad she's got a boyfriend.
When he allows Gerri to set him up on a date, he never expected for her to
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get him the woman he and his panther have lusted after.A stalking ex and
a crazy family make Maya's life a living hell. Both will try to tear them
apart. She'll have to ﬁgure out what she wants with Noah before losing a
chance at love with the lonely panther. Reader Note: This book contains
panty-melting sex (the kind that makes you need fudge and a cold shower),
adult language (we like some freaky dirty talk), and possible violence. If
this is not the kind of stuﬀ you like to read, skip this book. However, if you
like dirty, raunchy sex with a sexy panther on one curvy sarcastic girl, then
this is right up your alley. Enjoy!

Sun in the Oven
**STANDALONE **Discover a brand new race of Alpha males ready to ﬁnd
their mates in a dangerous warrior planet. Sassy women traveling with
Gerri Wilder are in for the journey of a lifetime and a mate that will love
them through the galaxy. Are you ready?Grab the third Galaxan romance
between two sexy warriors and their ﬁery mate. Henley Rourke is a woman
who loves a challenge. A while back, Gerri Wilder convinced her and two
friends to make an interstellar jump to another galaxy. A thrill too hard to
resist, Henley found herself on a planet ﬁlled with gorgeous shifters. But
she's restless and looking for a little adventure. And then she meets
Damen Iceri. Badass. Shifter. Oh, yeah, and so hot, he makes her undies
disappear. She gets more than she expects when she realizes Damen isn't
the only hot shifter who wants her. Gunner Lukas, alpha of the Summit
Bear Clan is a pair with Damen. Gunner is also the alpha to Damen's
omega. Bound by tradition and ritual, these two bears are looking for their
mate, the one woman to complete their triad. And that's Henley. But he's
not sure how she will handle ﬁnding out. When this triad gets together,
things go from hot to explosive. They're ready to make their mating
dreams come true along with all the dirty thoughts she's had since meeting
them. A forever threesome? All about her? Yes, please! But there's no time
to think about forever-not when they are charged with ﬁnding the source
behind a series of deaths by poison and doing their best to keep Henley
from becoming the next victim.

Claim to Flame
Ashley has it all. But all she really wants is to be valued as a strong,
powerful business woman. The problem is, her board of directors is full of
crotchety old men that hate the idea of a single woman being their CEO.
With the suggestion- forceful assistance -of her mother, she gets in touch
with Gerri Wilder who's supposed to ﬁx her personal life. Good luck with
that one. Flare and Blaze run a competitive pharmaceutical company. But
they need to ﬁnd their mate in order to cement their leadership roles.
When they meet ﬁrecracker Ashley, they know she's the woman for them.
She's feisty, sweet and can handle two strong males all by herself. Not to
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mention her curvy body and beautiful smile are making it hard for them to
concentrate on their job. It's not long until Ashley realizes Flare and Blaze
are a bigger problem than her board of directors. They're her direct
competitors. If that's not enough, someone's out to get them and her out
of the way. It's a ﬁght for love and survival. Will she ﬁnd a way to balance
romance and a career or will her life go up in smoke?

Match Made in Hell
CreateSpace Finding the perfect match can be hell, unless you're already
there. Curvy and prudish Laura Nieves knows she belongs in the pit. But
living in hell didn't mean she had to act like a depraved soul. So when her
boss sends her oﬀ to lead a matchmaking program, Laura knows shit just
got real to the ﬁery degree. Damien Wrath isn't interested in being hooked
up. He and his wolf like their life simple. But the mistress of hell doesn't
care what he wants. It took being in hell for him to ﬁnd out his mate was a
buttoned up, curvaceous beauty with a hot temper. Taking a quiet woman
from one era and tossing her together with a hot as hell warrior from
another is sure to create sparks. Their basic urges will take over or they'll
kill each other. This is hell, who said living in the pit was going to be easy?

Chosen by the Devil
Independently Published Book 2 of the Unruly Gods series When three gods
escaped Olympus, they had no idea how much trouble would come from it.
Daphne is more comfortable with research than magic. The youngest Fate
guarding the Gates of Crossing came into her powers late and the only way
she can compete with the others is through knowledge. Is it any wonder
why she'd fall for the thoughtful and intellectual Hades? Too bad that
retreating into her scrolls isn't helping to snuﬀ out the desires raging
inside her for the god. Hades is desperate to resist his new and unsettling
feelings toward the quietest Fate, especially when they're thrown together
on a journey to uncover new information. The bookish Fate is a glowing
light in his otherwise dark existence, and he sees that there is more to the
raven-haired beauty than she knows. He's determined to help her harness
the full potential of her powers... though he's losing his heart to her in the
process. When they learn that Zeus has declared the unruly gods and their
accomplice Fates as enemies-with their punishment being death-the gods
and Fates must band together to come up with a plan. Can Daphne and
Hades survive the wrath of the most powerful god? Or will their love be
extinguished before it even begins?

Married to the Marquess
Phase Publishing, LLC To hate and to scold… Derek Chambers, Marquess of
Whitlock, has a problem: his wife. She is the single most horrifying aspect
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of his life, and the only thing he has ever enjoyed about her are their truly
spectacular ﬁghts. As such, he prefers having as little to do with her as
possible. So when she unexpectedly summons him to London, he surprises
himself by going, and ﬁnds his life turned upside down in ways he never
thought possible. To loathe and to perish… Katherine despises her
worthless and irritating husband, and nothing bothers her more than the
fact that he actually came to London when she sent for him. Worst of all,
now that he has come, she needs him to stay. With her. And with his every
smile making her heart race, she begins to wonder if there could be more
to him than meets the eye.

In The Roar
Paranormal Dating Agency Book 9 - STANDALONEBBW Paranormal Shape
Shifter RomanceAlivia Vela is a big girl tired of dating. She's at the point
she's going to ﬁnd a frozen pop and get artiﬁcially inseminated. Or she
would, until big, growly and oh, so sexy Karel shows up, saves the day and
gives her a night she won't soon forget. That, mouth...that tongue. Oh
my.Karel Yaghar needs a mate faster than he can growl the word MINE. He
didn't expect to meet the perfect woman for him and his jaguar only
moments after arriving on earth. Now all Karel needs is for her to come
with him to another planet. That should go over well. If she doesn't decide
he's crazy instead, which is highly likely.Liv is a true born hard-head, she's
gonna need more than pink sand to prove she's on another planet. Where
are the ﬂying saucers? Then there's the issue of convincing herself she's
not falling for the big kitty. If only her ovaries weren't in agreement with
her brain that Karel should be her future baby daddy, she might ﬁnd the
will to stay away from his sexiness. While she tries to ﬁgure that out, she
and Karel will have to work together to take down an unexpected
threat.Reader Note: So you love some sizzling, oﬀ the charts hot sex, dirty
talking, humor, violence and verbal smack downs, you say? Then you've
come to the right place. This book is all about a sassy plus-sized gal and a
shifter alien who rocks her world. There's crazy people, ass kicking and sex
so hot you're going to need batteries. Yeah, you know what I mean. If this
is not the kind of stuﬀ you like to read, skip this book. However, if you like
sarcasm and hot sex with no ﬁlter, this is just your thing. Enjoy!

Her Dragon Protector
Book 3 in the Awaken the Dragon series Eating a sheep isn't usually a big
deal for dragon-shifter Tarn. But waking up in a new time and getting shot
at for his little snack comes as a surprise. Although he escapes, he ﬁnds
himself at the mercy of the most beautiful woman he's ever seen. His mate.
He wants to heal quickly to show her all the dirty things he wants to do to
her. To prove he loves her, of course. Eva's tired of living in a big mansion
with loneliness as her companion. Tarn brings happiness and romance into
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her life. Okay, so he's a little outdated when it comes to ﬂirting, but that's
what makes him charming. Unfortunately, Tarn learns all the latest slang
and it's no time before he makes it clear he wants to tap her backside. She
should be embarrassed, but the sizzling looks he gives her make it really
hard to not be excited instead. Tarn and Eva need to ﬁgure out why he has
woken up and why her father is acting so strangely. Dragons are being
destroyed with their own magic. It must be stopped. They track down the
poachers that want him dead. It's a battle for survival while Tarn and Eva
ﬁgure out if their romance can survive the dragon hunters.

Scrooge Me Again
Independently Published ***While this is a standalone story, it is best enjoyed
once you've read the other PDA books***Zaria Grande can't believe she's
invited to a royal birthday party...on another planet and accompanied by a
matchmaker! The friend who invited her is clearly nuts. Another planet,
hah! But...what if she begs this matchmaker to hook her up? It's about
time she found a strapping hot shifter to cuddle with this Christmas. As
long as he's no Scrooge, she's open to anything.Jaded by the Earthling's
materialistic mentality during the holidays, Quint Treyvaal doesn't care
much for parties and socializing. But he wants a mate. He asked Gerri to
ﬁnd him a female and she delivers a few hours later. Talk about express
service! Losing his mate the next day isn't part of the plan. Time to show
Zaria this lion's the only man for her. Quint's hard work to romance Zaria is
put to the test when a wrench is thrown into his plans. For Zaria, leaving
her life on Earth might be asking too much. Quint's going to need extra
help to get his mate to see that loving him is a chance worth taking.

Miss Taken
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Waking up in some strange man's
bed was never big girl Kira Ardan's goal for the day. Neither was waking up
naked. Wait, naked? Someone had a lot of explaining to do and soon. Luke
Lyen is at the height of his need. He wants a mate and he wants her now.
Finding the woman meant to be his brings out the lust he's been ﬁghting
for days. If only she weren't so stubborn, he might be able to get her to
understand she is his. Then they could move on with dirty, freaky loving.
The big lion is doing things with his tongue that makes Kira's brain cells
melt. It will take more than a little danger to get this curvy woman to let go
of her ﬁrm beliefs. She's not interested in being anyone's MINE, but maybe
he can convince her to be HIS.

Visible Panther Line
***STANDALONE***Sky Adler isn't looking for a man. She's happy being
Gerri Wilder's newest assistant and excited she's on a mission to scope out
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a new client. She did not expect the town residents to treat her like she
committed a crime and for the client to be hot enough to melt the ozone.
She deﬁnitely needs a cold shower, but she's a professional, she can
handle it. Maybe. Hopefully. Damien Grimes isn't looking for a mate and
has worked damn hard for the evil image he puts out. But when he meets
Sky, that all changes. The very image of a playboy jerk is now what's
keeping his mate from wanting to give him a chance. He needs a small
miracle, urgently, if he ever wants to get her out of her clothes and into his
bed. And he really really wants that.It's hard for Sky to not judge Damien
based on her research, but she's trying. Things are bumpy, but headed in
the right direction when trouble comes calling and Sky needs saving. She
has to allow Damien to be her hero and stop denying the love she knows
she feels for him, or risk going home with her heart broken.

The Cinderella Solution
Harlequin Comics
Harlequin / SB Creative "You're not the type of girl who can attract a man. If
you get proposed to within the next month, I'll give you a thousand
dollars!" Charlotte is a talented graphic designer, who spends her days in
baggy jeans with ruﬄed hair. She knew her best friend, Gabe, doesn't see
her as a lady, but if he's going to make such a bet, she can't just take it
lying down! Charlotte decides to get back at Gabe by dramatically
transforming herself...

Scent of a Mate
Jordan and Aric An alpha looking to claim his curvy, sassy mate is about to
learn it's not as simple as a bite.Mission: Scent a MateJordan Alvarez knew
that a promise to her best friend involved staking out the local wolf pack's
scenting ceremony and recording the graphic details, but she was the
writer and the only one with the balls to ﬁnish the task. No one would
know that four human women had sneaked proof of their rituals, or at
least, that was the plan until Aric Wolfe showed up.Mission: Stake a
ClaimAric Wolfe knew his baby sister was up to something, and expected
her best friend, Jordan, to be in on the chaos. He ﬁnally had an opportunity
to lay claim to a mate that had been under his nose for years. Jordan's
scent called to both the man and the animal, and he was done ﬁghting the
call of the beast. It was time to mark his mate.Mission: Survive an
AlphaWhen a good intention creates a problem for the Wolfe family, Jordan
ﬁnds herself being stalked by a woman intent on claiming Aric as her own.
Battle lines will be drawn, love will be put to the test, and Aric will have to
ﬁght Jordan's strong personality to keep her alive. Two alpha hearts
seeking control will either ﬁnd the balance or risk losing their love
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forever.Mature reader warning: Adult content including but not limited to:
Violence and raw sexual language and actions.

Alpha Geek
Shaw
Alpha Geek 6: ShawPanther shifter Poppy Cain has been living a secret life.
She's been hiding her nursing career from an overbearing uncle and
terrifying cousins. They run a shady business in town, and when they want
to use her as a pawn, Poppy makes a hard decision: run. What she didn't
expect was to ﬁnd a mate in the process. Shit just got real.Shaw Eagan
uses his hacking skills for good. Or in the very least, he toes the line. But
when the evil Cain family pushes him over the edge, he comes up with a
dangerous plan. He clears their bank accounts and steals a mysterious
serum to turn himself into a shifter. His family depends on it.When they
meet by pure coincidence, sparks ﬂy. Poppy's life is in danger, she has no
time for a mate. And Shaw doesn't know she's a Cain. The truth is exposed.
Lives are threatened. Trust is on the line. Can Poppy and Shaw put away
their pain long enough to survive?Reader's Note: Hang on to your panties,
my geek lovers. This one's dirty, fun and action-packed. As with all my
books, adults only, please. Enjoy, you awesome freaky readers.

The Bear Who Loved Me
Shifters, Inc.
Georgette St. Clair Bear shifter Heath’s brutal upbringing on the streets has
taught him that there’s no such thing as happy endings, and love is a cruel
lie…so why does his inner bear go crazy every time curvy cub reporter
Tonya Crandall shows up, bugging him for an interview? His sister swears
that Tonya is his fated mate – which means it’s time for him to get the hell
out of Dodge. An assignment on a ﬂoating pleasure palace, ﬂushing out an
assassin known as the Chameleon, provides the perfect distraction – until
feisty, ﬁery Tonya shows up and makes it clear she’s not going anywhere.
Tonya’s stumbled on the story of a lifetime, and even though her heart
yearns for Heath, she’s not going to let the rude, stuck-up jerk get in the
way. She’ll do whatever it takes to land her scoop – even pretend to be
Heath’s “companion” for the duration of the cruise. Unfortunately, things
are not as they seem on the Shangri-La of the Sea, and betrayal waits for
both of them in the most unexpected of places.
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Oh, My Roared
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Francesca Virgata wants a mate.
She longs for the perfect kind of love her parents had. There's only one
problem, she has zero prospects. Thankfully, she's heard of Gerri Wilder
who promises to make all her mating dreams come true. Theo and Marcus
are best friends and share everything, even women. So when they both fall
for Francesca, it's only natural they have a friendly competition over who
can get the girl. After some thought, and a hot little interlude, they realize
she shouldn't choose one over the other, they should work together to
make the perfect triad. A lion, a tiger and a bear, oh my! There has been
talk of abuse in Francesca's pride and she won't tolerate it. She'll ﬁght
tooth and claw to ensure all members are safe. But when her brother turns
on her, who will protect her? Theo and Marcus will do anything for her, but
it might be easier to let them both go than to choose only one of the men
she's come to love.

Between Ice and Frost
Paranormal Dragon Romance
**STANDALONE ** Raven Casino loves solving mysteries. So it was only
natural that she take to the Alaskan wild to ﬁnd her missing friend, Juliet.
She is ready to take on the world to ﬁgure out where Juliet could be. But
she wasn't expecting to meet not one, but two hunks in the icy small town
of Antler, Alaska. These two were so sexy they radiated enough heat to
melt the polar ice caps. Hot damn! Frost and Ice were hired to make sure
Raven was safe, but the minute they saw her, they knew she was the
missing piece to their triad. Now to explain to her that she was meant to
be with them both. Shared by both. And not freak her out. That was going
to be harder than stopping her from getting herself killed in their little
town. There's something going on in Antler and Raven's out to ﬁnd out
what they're hiding. With a missing friend and clues at every corner she
turns, she's taking this bull by the horns. The fantasies with Frost and Ice
are a side eﬀect of being so close to them, but she'd get over it. Right?
Uh... When she solves a puzzle that's bigger than she realized, it's going to
take two very alpha dragons to keep her alive long enough to get her freak
on. Reader's Note: Like all other Milly books, this is DIRRRRTY, Fun and
Action-packed. If you're not into menage, skip this sexy triad. But if you
think you can handle these dragons, turn to page one. Enjoy!
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Born with a Silver Moon
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Attention is something Riley Parks
usually shies away from, but when she ﬁnds herself on a shifter planet in a
distant galaxy, attention is exactly what she's getting. Especially from one
smokin' hot hunk of a man. Jag. The man sends her body into heat and her
mind to a scramble whenever he's near, but she's not having it. No way. A
little taste might not hurt, though, right? Royal prince, warrior, and
womanizer, Jag Kasaval has his sights set on Riley. She turns his world
upside down and his inner lion is clawing to claim her. Not used to
rejection, he's willing to do anything to get his mate. What he didn't expect
was a feisty hellcat waiting to be unleashed beneath her quiet exterior.
Riley and Jag are thrown together to help plan a royal wedding and
coronation. She refuses to admit Jag is exactly the man she wants, even if
matchmaker Gerri Wilder says it's in the cards. In the midst of palace
intrigue, Riley's swept up in scandal and danger that drags her beyond the
Galaxa she's come to know. With her life in the balance, Jag will have to
ﬁnd her before it's too late or lose her forever.

Scrooge Me Hard
Paranormal Dating Agency
ATTENTION READERS: This is a SHORT. It is intended to be read in order
after you read the previous books (1-9). Paranormal Dating Agency: BBW
Paranormal Shape Shifter RomanceAurelis Fuentes wants one thing:
Children. She'd also like for people to stop complaining about the amount
of frosting on her cupcakes but that's another story. When her scrooge of
an ex comes back into her life, she's not sure what to think. Reed Stone
wants one thing: His mate back. He made a mistake but he's a changed
man. In the spirit of Christmas, he's hoping she takes a chance and
forgives him or at least allow him to explain without throwing things at
him. Gerri Wilder is at it again, only this time she's got the help of some of
our previous couples. Catch up with Tally, Nita, Maya, Alyssa and their men
while they try to help Auri and Reed ﬁnd their way back to each other. This
is one holiday they won't soon forget.Reader Note: This story contains the
use of the word Christmas (a lot). It also features a BBW and a hardheaded wolf-shifter along with humor, romance, love and smokin' hot sex.
Sound like your type of book? Give this short a try. Remember that this is a
follow-up to the previous PDA books. Enjoy.
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Taken by the Tiger
Welcome to the world of the Alpha Claimed. Each story features a strong
woman and the man or men that love her. Every book is standalone, but
once you read one you'll want to read the others. Parker Nolan is home to
attend her cousin's wedding after years of living abroad representing her
family's nonproﬁt foundation. She's caught oﬀ guard when she has a ﬂing
with the best man. Ryan is smoking hot, super sweet, and so alpha he
makes her toes curl. She might want to stick around a while to see where
things go with him. Other than the bedroom, that is.Ryan Wade, alpha
tiger of the Pine Pride, found his mate in Parker. But Parker isn't ready to
be tied down. Fortunately, he needs her expertise to help him get the
youths of his pride under control if he wants to unite the diﬀerent
generations. Parker's bonding activities for the pride gives both of them
time together, allowing her to see how good they are as a couple. It would
all be perfect if someone didn't want Parker out of the picture. Ryan's hold
on his pride is falling apart and his mate's life is on the line. But Parker
isn't one to go down without a ﬁght. She's faced danger before and she's
ready to do it again. But can she take on a pride of lions?

Unwanted Protector
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Jane Donovan has been living a
lie. Every day for the past ten years, she's run from reality and the
temptation that Tony Ramirez represents. But this year, Jane's getaway is
ﬁlled with more than just relaxation; there's a dead man on her kitchen
ﬂoor. Suddenly, keeping Tony away is the last thing Jane can do. Tony
Ramirez has wanted Jane for ten years. While she may not be his mate, the
attraction is undeniable. When he can't shake the feeling he needs to
check on her, he decides to crash her vacation to ensure her safety. When
he gets to her cabin, Jane is gone and nobody knows where she could be.
Finding out who the dead man is may be the least of their troubles when a
pint-sized, pink-haired little girl who needs help suddenly makes an
appearance. Unfortunately for Jane, the trouble with a small lie is that it
grows with time. The truth may come to light before she's ready. Now they
have a murder, a child, a mystery, and the unwavering attraction to deal
with.

The Duplicate Bride
Entangled: Amara Saying “I do” has never been this much fun in this
charming new romance from New York Times bestselling author Ginny
Baird. Hope Webb can’t believe her twin sister, Jackie, is begging her to
swap places and play ﬁancée at Jackie’s pre-wedding festivities. Sure, it’s
only a business-deal sort of marriage, but Hope is a carb-loving teacher
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who enjoys curling up with a good book. Jackie is a workaholic whose idea
of a good time is a brisk ﬁve-mile run at the crack of dawn. The two sisters
couldn’t be more opposite. Now, Hope is stuck in the middle of a warm,
tight-knit family she can’t help but adore and a groom who turns out to be
entirely wonderful...for her. Hotel magnate Brent Albright knows
something is oﬀ about his ﬁancée, but he doesn’t care. Gone is the driven
woman with similar career goals, and in her place is someone warm and
funny who not only charms his family but him as well. She’s doing
everything she can to avoid him, but that’s probably just nerves. Two
people about to wed couldn’t know each other less. Now Brent is
determined to woo his ﬁancée, for real this time, because the more he gets
to know her, the more his sweet ﬁancée turns out to be entirely
wonderful...for him. And that’s when things start to get really
complicated... Each book in the Blue Hill Brides Series is BEST READ IN
ORDER: * The Duplicate Bride * The Matchmaker Bride
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